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VICTORY BEAR PRODUCTS 
Victory Bear Products, a division of Fukuvi USA, Inc., is a 
leading manufacturer of plastic profile extrusions for the
precast and tilt-up construction markets.

We are committed to supplying customers with innovative
products that provide superior function, significantly save
time and labor, and lower the overall cost of their
construction project.

Interested in 
becoming a Victory 
Bear distributor?  
Contact us today!

General Manager, Sales &  Marketing 
Jon Dresel 

jdresel@fukuvi-usa.com 

937.236.7288 x 1019

Customer Service 
Suzette Smith 

suzette.smith@fukuvi-usa.com 

937.236.7288 x 1010

MANUFACTURER OF SUPERIOR PLASTIC EXTRUSIONS FOR
 CONSTRUCTION & INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS... AND SO MUCH MORE

Victory Bear Products
7631 Progress Court 
Huber Heights, OH  45424 
937.236.7288

www.victorybear.com

Expect more with Victory Bear!
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VICTORY BEAR ONE-PIECE 
RUSTICATION 
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NEW! 
PROVEN PERFORMANCE. ADDED EFFICIENCY. 
Victory Bear’s new One-Piece Rustication for tilt-up and precast construc-

tion offers the same quality and performance that customers have come 

to expect from Victory Bear’s original rustication strips, with the added 

labor-saving benefit of one-piece installation. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
New One-Piece Design - Reduce installation time by skipping the 

base clip. Simply glue or use the optional adhesive tape to fasten to the 

casting surface. 

Excellent Release from Concrete - Victory Bear’s PVC does not 

stick to concrete, unlike wood. Victory Bear’s flexible PVC edge seals 

help conform to surface irregularities, preventing concrete from seeping 

under the form. 

Superior Finish - Wood rustication strips contain sugars that can dis-

color and blemish concrete surfaces. PVC releases cleanly to reveal a 

smooth, near-perfect finish. 

Tough & Lightweight - Significantly lighter in weight than wood, 

making for easier handling. Easily cut with a miter or chop saw at the 

job site. 

Save Time and Labor Costs - The superior finish provided by Vic-

tory Bear rustication strips eliminates the need for costly patching and 

grinding after the panels are lifted.  

TRUSTED VICTORY BEAR DESIGN 

Optional adhesive 

tape 

Sturdy one-piece 

construction 

Rigid PVC releases 

cleanly 

Flexible PVC 

for tight seal 



Our rustications and chamfers 
produce the cleanest and 
sharpest finishes in the 
industry. 

Victory Bear is a leader in 
innovative concrete 
accessories creating unique 
products for the tilt-up and 
precast industries. Our 
products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety 
of design configurations in a 
variety of building types. 

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.7288

Flexible Edge Seal
Our patented Flex Edge technology fits 
tightly against the casting surface, 
preventing concrete seepage while 
creating sharp, crisp lines

Hidden Fastening System
With Victory Bear there are no finish 
blemishes from screw heads or excess 
glue. All screws and glue remnants are 
hidden under the surface for a sharp, 
glass-like finish.

RUSTICATION
FEATURES & 
BENEFITS



Step 1- Fasten the Base Clip to the casting surface with  fasteners, 
tape or adhesive.

Step 2 - Press one end of the rustication’s interlocking tooth grip 
into the end of the Base Clip. 

Step 3 - Press the entire length of the rustication into the Base Clip.

Step 4 - Check to ensure that the interlocking grips are fully 
engaged and the chamfer seal is pressed firmly against the casting 
surface. 

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.7288

RUSTICATION 
INSTALLATION
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RUSTICATION

* Base Clips are designed to be used with
Standard and Low Profile Rustication

Standard & Low Profile

Architectural Reveal Series

Snap Rustication



Save Time & Money
Our specially-designed magnets are reusable, and install quickly and 
easily with the special Base Clip for magnets #976.

Victory Bear Rustications and Chamfers use a patented Flex Edge 
Seal, virtually eliminating the need to caulk while creating sharp, crisp 
lines. Without caulk, cleanup is easier than ever.

The Victory Bear Base Clip and Rustication System
This system can be used with any size Standard Series and Low 
Profile Victory Bear Rustication.

Easy Installation
-Simply place the Base Clip on the casting surface and secure with
magnets, fasteners, or adhesive.

Victory Bear’s Standard Series Rustication and Base Clip system is a 
perfect choice. Base Clips can be installed with magnets, fasteners, or 
adhesive which allows fasteners to be hidden during the cast.  

The Rustication and Base Clip system with magnets combines the superior 
Victory Bear finish with powerful magnets to securely fasten the forms to 
your metal precast bed. 

Victory Bear is a leader in innovative concrete accessories creating unique 
products for the tilt-up and precast industries. Our products give designers 
the flexibility to allow for a variety of design configurations in a variety of 
building types.

Magnet

Victory Bear 

Rustication

Victory Bear 

Base Clip

Opening 
for Magnet

Metal 
Casting 
Bed 

www.victorybear.com 
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BASE CLIPS
TAPE, MAGNETIC & FASTENER SYSTEMS 

FEATURES &
BENEFITS



Step 1- Place the special Base Clip on the casting bed 
according to the planned reveal layout. 

Step 2- Secure the Base Clip to the casting bed by placing 
the magnets in each of the Base Clip’s rectangular openings. 
The magnetic surface should make direct contact with the 
casting bed. 

Step 3- Press one end of the rustications interlocking-tooth 
grip into the end of the Base Clip. 

Step 4- Press the entire length of the rustication into the 
Base Clip.

Step 5- Check to ensure that the interlocking grips are fully 
engaged and the Flex Edge Seal is pressed firmly against 
the casting bed. 

It is not necessary to caulk along the edges of the rustication. 

2

3 4

No caulk needed along 
Flex Edge Seals.

www.victorybear.com 
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1MAGNETIC BASE CLIP
INSTALLATION



Our rustications and chamfers produce the cleanest and sharpest finishes in the 
industry. Victory Bear chamfers are manufactured from non-stick PVC - ideal in 
precast and tilt-up construction for reducing costly time and labor.

Victory Bear is a leader in innovative concrete accessories creating unique products 
for the tilt-up and precast industries. Our products give designers the flexibility to 
allow for a variety of design configurations in a variety of building types. 

Flexible Edge Technology 
Our patented Flex Edge 
Technology fits tightly against 
the casting surface, 
preventing concrete seepage 
while creating sharp, crisp 
lines.

SINGLE 
CHAMFER

PVC ChamferWood Chamfer Wood Chamfer PVC Chamfer

SINGLE CHAMFER 
INSTALLATION

FEATURES & 
BENEFITS

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.7288

• T he LC Single
Chamfer can
be installed
with adhesive
tape.

vs. vs.



Our patented Flex Edge Seal 
fits tightly against the casting 
surface, preventing concrete 
seepage while creating sharp, 
crisp lines.

Our rustications and chamfers 
produce the cleanest and 
sharpest finishes in the 
industry. 

Victory Bear is a leader in 
innovative concrete 
accessories creating unique 
products for the tilt-up and 
precast industries. Our 
products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety 
of design configurations in a 
variety of building types.

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.8288

Flexible Edge Seal Enhanced Appearance

Bullnose provides an 
enhanced look and feel to 
your finished project.

BULLNOSE   3/4" Bullnose & Rustications



Our rustications and chamfers 
produce the cleanest and 
sharpest finishes in the industry. 
Victory Bear chamfers are 
manufactured from non-stick 
PVC - ideal in precast and tilt-up 
construction for supporting wood 
forms.

Victory Bear is a leader in 
innovative concrete accessories 
creating unique products for the 
tilt-up and precast industries. 
Our products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety
of design configurations in a 
variety of building types.

Our patented Flex Edge Seal 
technology fits tightly against 
the casting surface, preventing 
concrete seepage while 
creating sharp, crisp lines.

Victory Bear’s 2 x 3/4” Double 
Chamfer is designed with rigid 
and flexible PVC for even better 
performance and value than 
before.

Crisp, clean edges on Victory 
Bear's Topside Double Chamfer.

www.victorybear.com 
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DOUBLE 
CHAMFER

Flex Edge Seal Topside Double ChamferDual Materials



Step 1- Fasten the chamfers in place 
using fastener, tape or adhesive.

Step 2- Check to ensure that the 
chamfers edge is pressed firmly 
against the casting surface.

Step 3- Insert lumber along the length. 
For wood that is swollen beyond 
standard dimensions, insert one side 
first against the flex edge then roll the 
other side into the channel.

DOUBLE 
CHAMFER

DOUBLE CHAMFER 
INSTALLATION

www.victorybear.com
937.236.7288

Double Chamfer

Flex Edge Seal Soft PVC Flex-Edge Seal for improved
seal against the concrete and board. 

1.5" (fits 2x board)

Topside Double Chamfer



Our rustications and chamfers 
produce the cleanest and 
sharpest finishes in the industry.

Victory Bear is a leader in 
innovative concrete accessories 
creating unique products for the 
tilt-up and precast industries. 
Our products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety of 
design configurations in a 
variety of building types.

Our patented Flexible 
Edge Seal fits tightly 
against the casting 
surface, preventing 
concrete seepage while 
creating sharp, crisp lines.

With Victory Bear there are 
no finish blemishes from 
screw heads or excess 
glue. All screws and glue 
remnants are hidden under 
the surface for a sharp, 
glass-like finish.

Victory Bear Bulkhead has 
been designed for use with 
3/4” inch form board or 
standard “CDX” plywood 
allowing you a choice of form 
boards. Allows for a 40 - 
60% lumber/form board 
savings over traditional 2x .

www.victorybear.com
937.236.7288

Flexible Edge 
Seal

Hidden Fastening 
System

Reduces Your 
Forming CostBULKHEAD



Step 1- Fasten the Base Clip to 
the casting surface with 
fasteners, tape or adhesive.

Step 2- Press one end of the 
Bulkhead’s interlocking tooth 
grips into the end of the Base 
Clip. 

Step 3- Press the entire length 
of the Bulkhead into the Base 
Clip.

Step 4- Check to ensure that 
the interlocking grips are fully 
engaged and the chamfer seal 
is pressed firmly against the 
casting surface. 

Step 5- Using a 1” board, apply 
downward pressure in the 
channel of the Bulkhead, 
working from one end to the 
other until it locks into position. 
This creates a tight friction fit 
with the wood, preventing it 
from rising during the pour. No 
nailing is necessary.

Step 6- Use an H style roofing 
clip between each section of 
lumber to hold straight. 

www.victorybear.com         
937.236.7288

BULKHEAD 
INSTALLATION



Architectural Drip Edge is 
a single piece design that 
can be installed at any 
desired position and 
depth.

Our Flex Edge Seal 
technology fits tightly 
against the casting 
surface, preventing 
concrete seepage and 
creating sharp, crisp lines. 

Simply remove the 
backing of the built-in 
adhesive tape and firmly 
press into place. 
*Surface must be dust/
oil free.

Installed Product

Easy InstallationFlex Edge SealGreater Versatility

www.victorybear.com 
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ARCHITECTURAL DRIP EDGE

Victory Bear’s Architectural Drip Edge 
uses a patented Flex Edge Seal and a 
PVC surface to provide a smooth and 
straight drip edge for doors, windows, and 
archways. 

The Victory Bear Architectural Drip Edge 
is designed with rigid and flexible PVC for 
superior performance and value. The rigid 
PVC creates a superior finish, while the 
flexible PVC creates a tight seal against 
the form board, greatly reducing the 
need for caulking in precast 
applications.



5”

4”

3”

2”

Flex Edge Seal

Victory Bear’s Universal Drip Edge uses a 
patented Flex Edge Seal and a PVC surface 
to provide a smooth and straight drip edge for 
doors, windows, and archways. It is scored to 
easily meet your size requirements, giving 
you maximum control and versatility. 

Universal Drip Edge by Victory Bear is 
designed with rigid and flexible PVC for 
superior performance and value. The rigid 
PVC creates a superior finish, while the 
flexible PVC creates a tight seal against the 
form board, greatly reducing the need for 
caulking in precast applications.

Universal Drip Edge is 
scored at 1” increments, 
easily allowing you to 
adjust the depth of the clip 
from 2 to 5 inches. 

Our patented Flex Edge 
Seal fits tightly against the 
casting surface, 
preventing concrete 
seepage and creating 
sharp, crisp lines. 

Simply remove the 
backing of the built-in 
adhesive tape and firmly 
press into place. 

www.victorybear.com 
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Greater Versatility Flex Edge Seal Easy Installation

UNIVERSAL 
DRIP EDGE



1/4”

 1/2”

Flex Edge Seal

Step 1- Determine the desired depth of the drip edge. If placing at a depth of less than 5” from the 
outside wall, cut the appropriate score line with a utility knife, then break at the score line.

Step 2- Peel away the adhesive tape’s backing.

Step 3- Using the bottom of the Universal Drip Edge piece as a guide against the casting surface, firmly press 
the adhesive into place onto the form board.

Step 4- Set any Victory Bear chamfer into place by removing the backing from its adhesive tape and adhering it 
to the casting surface. Make sure there are no gaps between the Flex Edge Seals and the contact surfaces. 

Step 5- Caulk only the ends of the Universal Drip Edge, as well as any joints. It is not necessary to caulk along 
the Flex Edge Seals.

It is not 
necessary to 

caulk the 

Flex Edge 
Seals.

www.victorybear.com 
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UNIVERSAL DRIP EDGE 
INSTALLATION

DRIP EDGE DETAIL

Caulk 
exposed 
ends and 
joints 



Eliminates Floor Repairs
When you use Victory Bear Slab Saver you virtually eliminate the need for floor repairs. Crews 
do not need to spend time repairing floors after the wall is lifted because the Slab Saver has 
protected the floors from installation-related damage.

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.7288

Tilt-U
p

Wall

FEATURES &
BENEFITS

Victory Bear Slab Savers provide 
an effective and easy way of 
protecting your floors from 
damage when walls are lifted.  
Installation is quick and simple, 
and the result is a smooth, clean 
floor that saves you time and 
labor after the tilt.

Victory Bear is a leader in 
innovative concrete accessories 
creating unique products for the 
tilt-up and precast industries.  Our 
products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety of 
design configurations in a variety 
of building types.

SLAB SAVER



Step 1- Select 24” lengths of 
Slab Saver.

Step 2- Set the Slab Saver into 
the form 18” from each end and 
one in the middle. If the panel is 
wider than 20’ add one 
additional Slab Saver for each 
additional 5 feet.

Step 3- Use nail to secure to 
form. See image to right. 

Step 4- Pour concrete as usual. 
Normal vibration of the concrete 
ensures it will correctly surround 
the Slab Saver.

Step 5- Slab Saver stays with 
the wall - there's no need to 
remove it.

Sla b Save r Cr oss Section
www.victorybear.com 

937.236.7288

Anchor 
Hole

Use nail to secure to form

Chamfer edge optional

SLAB SAVER
INSTALLATION



Victory Bear Wall Joint Covers are attractive, durable PVC inserts, ideal for 
covering 1/4” to 1” gaps between interior panel joints in precast or tilt-up concrete 
walls. This eliminates the need for expensive joint-caulking material and labor.

Victory Bear is a leader in innovative concrete accessories creating unique 
products for the tilt-up and precast industries.  Our products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety of design configurations in a variety of building types.

Step 1- Align the center “V” nose 
with the center of the joint and 
apply pressure starting from one 
end and working toward the other 
end. 

Step 2- Once Wall Joint Cover has 
been started, the face can be 
hammered into position using a 
hammer onto a protective surface, 
such as wood block, to prevent 
marring of the surface. 

Step 3- After installation, the Wall 
Joint Cover may be primed and 
painted to match existing surfaces, 
or left alone. 

www.victorybear.com 
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Save Time & Money
Simply insert the Wall Joint Cover 
into the wall joint for a secure fit. 
There is no longer a need for 
expensive caulk between joints.

Eliminates Gaps
Wall Joint cover fits tightly into the 
grooves to cover the panel joints.

Looks Great
Victory Bear's Joint Covers are 
manufactured with a smooth, 
attractive surface which is ready to 
install right out of the box, in 
standard gray or special white.

Can Be Painted
If a custom color is required, the 
Victory Bear Wall Joint Cover can 
be primed and painted.

WALL JOINT COVER

WALL JOINT COVER 
INSTALLATION

FEATURES & 
BENEFITS



Unique Low-Profile Design

Victory Bear’s co-extruded design-- a rigid 
skeleton with soft PVC fins-- makes for a 
much more user-friendly, highly functional 
part.

www.victorybear.com 
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Save Money
Victory Bear's Saw Cut Cover costs less 
than many other brands.

The Best of Both Worlds
Victory Bear's combination of rigid and 
flexible PVC aids in function and ease of 
use. Its rigid structure makes it easy to 
install compared to all flexible brands. The 
flexible fins on the Saw Cut Cover ensure 
a secure fit in imperfect saw cuts, and a 
tighter seal against the slab than with all-
rigid brands.

Save Time
The Victory Bear Saw Cut Covers ease of 
use makes it a perfect labor-saving 
choice. Plus, its unique low-profile design 
leaves a much lighter impression in your 
tilt wall than other brands, resulting in less 
patching and grinding after the tilt.

SAW CUT COVER

FEATURES &
BENEFITS



Save Time & Money
Victory Bear IPC eliminates the need 
for expensive sealing tape around 
panel edges and window and door 
openings.

Easy Installation
IPC simply attaches to the side rail 
with the adhesive tape, prior to the 
pour.

Excellent Protection
IPC is made of durable, rigid PVC, 
providing maximum protection against 
moisture penetration.

Rear Panel

Face Panel

Insulated Board

Metal

or Wood

Side Rail

Casting Surface

Insulated

Panel Cap

Let Victory Bear help you protect your insulated panels. Victory Bear’s Insulated 
Panel Cap is designed to help protect the insulation and cavity in sandwich 
panels from the possibility of moisture penetration.

Victory Bear is a leader in innovative concrete accessories creating unique 
products for the tilt-up and precast industries. Our products give designers the 
flexibility to allow for a variety of design configurations in a variety of building 
types.

Victory Bear Protection 
Victory Bear's insulated Panel 

Cap provides valuable 
protection with minimal effort

Unprotected Panel
When left unprotected, insulation 

and cavity are vulnerable to 
moisture penetration

www.victorybear.com 
937.236.7288FEATURES & 

BENEFITS

INSULATED PANEL CAP (IPC)



Step 1- Align the Victory Bear J-Channel 
horizontally at the desired height and check 
for level. Nail or staple into place.

Step 2- Align the Flex-Tite female clip 
vertically at desired spacing and check for 
plumb. Nail 3/4 to 1” into place. 

Step 3- Install insulation and Flex-Tite male, 
then repeat.

Energy Efficient Design
Our patented Flex-Tite technology seals tightly 
against the insulation board to reduce thermal loss at 
the seams.

Reduces Cost
Our system is designed to withstand the high impact 
of nail guns and power saws, saving you labor costs.

Convenient Fastening
All Flex-Tite and Quick Clip systems have a 
convenient fastening leg for easy access with a nail 
gun, reducing installation time.

www.victorybear.com 
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FLEX-TITE CLIPS
INSTALLATION

FLEX-TITE INSULATION CLIPS
Victory Bear Flex-Tite insulation clips are quick, easy, and efficient to work with. They provide a 
finishing touch that is attractive as well as functional. They are designed to save labor in 
installation, and save energy once finished. Use the male / female Flex-Tite clips in 
conjunction with our J-Channel system.

FEATURES & 
BENEFITS

##########



J-Channel

J-CHANNEL

www.victorybear.com 
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FTM 1-14

FTF 1-3

QUICK CLIP

J-CHANNEL

J-Channel is used with clips:
- Flex-Tite two part clip system (male / female)
- Quick Clip

FLEX-TITE 
MALE/FEMALE 
CLIPS



Step 1- Align the Quick Clips at 
widths appropriate for the 
insulation size. 

Step 2- Nail or staple the Quick 
Clips into place.

Step 3- Install the insulation.

The Victory Bear Quick Clip insulation 
retaining system is ideal for holding insulation 
securely on tilt-up walls. Its quick and easy 
installation method helps reduce your overall 
costs. Its attractive finish also provides a 
superior look for your insulated walls. 

Victory Bear is a leader in innovative concrete 
accessories creating unique products for the 
tilt-up and precast industries. Our products 
give designers the flexibility to allow for a 
variety of design configurations in a variety of 
building types.

Energy-Efficient Design
Victory Bear Quick Clips have a 
unique co-extruded design, 
combining rigid and soft PVC to 
hold insulation tightly in place 
and create an air-tight seal.

Durable
PVC is durable and will maintain 
its attractive finish for years.

Impact-Resistant
Quick Clips withstand the impact 
of a nail gun without splitting.

Easy to Work With
Victory Bear Quick Clips can be 
cut with standard power saws.

Attractive Finish 
Victory Bear Quick Clips are 
manufactured to an attractive 
white finish and do not require 
painting. Call for custom color 
applications.

UL Tested
Class A material, tested by 
Underwriters Laboratories (UL 
723-test for surface burning
characteristics of building
materials). Flame spread is 0
and smoke developed equals
190.

2.25” Flex Edge

Seal

2.25”

Insulation 
Board 
Thickness

www.victorybear.com
937.236.7288

FEATURES 
& BENEFITS

QUICK CLIP

QUICK CLIP 
INSTALLATION
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